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Plan

1. Intro: Why EDMs? 
2. Recent progress with electron EDMs
3. Can “dark” sectors (for this talk = renormalizable extension 

of SM, consisting only of neutral particles) induce observable 
levels of electron EDMs? 

4. Models with heavy Dirac neutrinos and Higgs-portal singlets. 
5. Sensitivity of electron-EDM-like observables to the hadronic 

CP-violation. 
6. Conclusions
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Electric Dipole Moments

Purcell and Ramsey (1949) (“How do we know that strong in-
teractions conserve parity?” −→ |dn| < 3 × 10−18ecm.)

H = −µB · S
S
− dE · S

S
d ̸= 0 means that both P and T are broken. If CPT holds then
CP is broken as well.

CPT is based on locality, Lorentz invariance and spin-statistics
= very safe assumption.

search for EDM = search for CP violation, if CPT holds

Relativistic generalization

HT,P−odd = −dE · S
S
→ LCP−odd = −d

i

2
ψσµνγ5ψFµν,

corresponds to dimension five effective operator and naively sug-
gests 1/Mnew physics scaling. Due to SU (2) × U (1) invariance,
however, it scales as mf/M 2.

Maxim Pospelov, GGI workshop, Florence 03/23/2010
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Why bother with EDMs?

Is the accuracy sufficient to probe TeV scale and beyond?

Typical energy resoultion in modern EDM experiments

∆Energy ∼ 10−6Hz ∼ 10−21eV

translates to limits on EDMs

|d| <
∆Energy

Electric field
∼ 10−25e × cm

Comparing with theoretically inferred scaling,

d ∼ 10−2 × 1 MeV

Λ2
CP

,

we get sensitivity to

ΛCP ∼ 1 TeV

Comparable with the LHC reach! EDMs are one of
the very few low-energy measurements sensitive to
the fundamental particle physics.

Maxim Pospelov, GGI workshop, Florence 03/23/2010
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Current Experimental Limits

”paramagnetic EDM”, Berkeley experiment

|dTl| < 9 × 10−25e cm

”diamagnetic EDM”, U of Washington experiment

|dHg| < 2 × 10−28e cm

factor of 7 improvement in 2009!

|dHg| < 3 × 10−29e cm

neutron EDM, ILL experiment

|dn| < 3 × 10−26e cm

Despite widely different numebrs, the interplay of atomic and
nuclear physics leads to the approximately the same level of
sensitivity to constituents, dq ∼ O(10−26)ecm. With 2009
result, Hg EDM looks as a serious winner in many
models.

(In addition, there are valuable but less sensitive results from
Michigan (Xe), Leningrad (n), Amherst College (Cs), ...)

Maxim Pospelov, GGI workshop, Florence 03/23/2010

Notice that Thallium EDM is usually quoted as de < 1.6 10-27 cm 

bound. It was modestly improved by YbF results. 

2013 ThO result by Harvard-Yale collaboration: |de| < 8.7 × 10-29

”Confirmed” using different techniques at JILA, |de| < 1.3 × 10−28 

7.4 × 10-30 e cm

And another factor of 4 in 2016

|de| < 1.1 × 10-29

Interpreted |de| < 1.6 × 10-27
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“Paramagnetic” EDMs:
§ Paramagnetic EDM (EDM carried by electron spin) can be 

induced not only by a purely leptonic operator 

but by semileptonic operators as well: 

§ Only a linear combination is limited in any single experiment. 
ThO 2018 ACME result is:

|de | < 1.1×10-29 e cm       at  CS = 0 
|CS

singlet| < 7.3×10-10 at   de = 0 

§ In the SM the answer is very small, and CS is more important, 
both for QQCD and dCKM. 
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Recent progress is very significant
§ From 10-27 cm to 10-29 cm is a factor of 1/100, and sensitivity to 
L is increased by an order of magnitude. 

§ In terms of probing L, progress in electron EDM is similar to 
the transition from Tevatron to the LHC [but of course requires 
flavour-diagonal CP-violation] 

§ E.g. EDMs indirectly probe contact CP-odd Higgs-gamma-
gamma coupling with accuracy far greater than usual h-g-g. 

§ With some luck extends sensitivity to super-partners to a multi-
10-TeV/100 TeV regime.

§ More progress with de could be anticipated. 
(1806.06774 suggests a possibility of going down to 10-34 e cm)
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Why EDMs are important

�

W W

d d

gluon

t cb

CKM phase generates tiny EDMs:

dd ∼ Im(VtbV
∗
tdVcdV

∗
cb)αsmdG

2
Fm2

c × loop suppression

< 10−33ecm

EDMs do not have δKM-induced background. On a
flip-side, δCKM cannot source baryogenesis.

EDMs test

1. Extra amount of CP violation in many models beyond SM

2. Some (but not all!) theories of baryogenesis

3. Mostly scalar-fermion interactions in the theory

4. EDMs are one of the very few low-energy probes that are
sensitive to energy scale of new physics beyond 1 TeV

Maxim Pospelov, GGI workshop, Florence 03/23/2010

Direct quark EDMs identically vanish at 1 and 2 loop levels 

(Shabalin, 1981). 3-loop EDMs are calculated by Khriplovich. 

de first appears at 4 loops (Khriplovich, MP, 1991) < 10-38 e cm
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Two questions for today

§ Q1: If in the next round of improvements we see a non-zero 
electron EDM, does it imply new physics above the EW scale 
with new charged particles (SUSY, ED, LR models, multi-
Higgs models etc)? Or electron EDM can emerge as a 
consequence of new low-energy UV complete sectors? 

§ Q2: given rapid progress in ThO measurements, what is the 
current sensitivity to purely hadronic CP violation?
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Two questions for today

§ Q1: If in the next round of improvements we see a non-zero 
electron EDM, does it imply new physics above the EW scale 
with new charged particles (SUSY, ED, LR models, multi-
Higgs models etc)? Or electron EDM can emerge as a 
consequence of new low-energy UV complete sectors? 

(S. Okawa, MP, A. Ritz, to appear)

§ Q2: given rapid progress in ThO measurements, what is the 
current sensitivity to purely hadronic CP violation?

(V. Flambaum, MP, A. Ritz, Y. Stadnik, to appear)
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Let us classify possible connections between Dark sector and SM
H+H (l S2 + A S) Higgs-singlet scalar interactions (scalar portal)
BµnVµn “Kinetic mixing” with additional U(1)’ group
(becomes a specific example of Jµ

i Aµ extension)
LH N neutrino Yukawa coupling, N – RH neutrino  
Jµ

i Aµ requires gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation

I’ll stick to renormalizable UV complete extensions for this talk (i.e. 
will not touch axions or multi-Higgs theories…)

A systematic search for light particles coupled through vector, 
Higgs, neutrino and axion portal has intensified in recent years.

(See recent “Physics Beyond Colliders” working group summary, 
arxiv 1901.09966, for the up-to-date limits)

Neutral “portals” to the SM
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Typical approach: we measure an observable (e.g. µ à e g, EDM, 
rare meson decays etc), we perform calculation of the same 
quantity in the SM, take a difference, and whatever is left is 
interpreted in terms of physics at a TeV, 10 TeV, XXX TeV
scales – all of them being UV scales. 

More correct approach: Assume that New Physics consist of UV 
pieces, Assume IR pieces or both, 

If result for NP is consistent with 0, we can set constraints on both. If 
it is non-zero: then more work is required in deciding IR or UV

Precision frontier: UV physics or IR? 

2

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the parameter space of mass
scale vs coupling for physics beyond the SM. The horizontal
axis represents the mass (or energy) scale, whereas the ver-
tical scale shows the visibility of the model, in terms of the
coupling to the SM. The blue visible area is accessible through
direct searches. While new high energy physics can contribute
to all precision observables, as discussed in this paper there
are interesting classes of observables that are also sensitive to
low-mass new physics. These are shown in green, and test lep-
ton universality (LU), lepton flavor violation (LFV), lepton
g� 2 (MDM), and lepton number violation (LNV). However,
observables in the hadronic sector in red, e.g. hadronic flavor
violation (HFV) and baryon number violation (BNV), and
also lepton electric dipole moments (LEDMs) generally re-
quire some new high scale physics. The arrows indicate the
pressure imposed on models through increasing experimental
sensitivity.

both).

In this paper we scrutinize several classes of precision
frontier measurements, and confront them with the pos-
sibility of NP confined solely to low energy (sub-EW)
scales. Our goal is to find specific examples of light NP
that can induce CP -violation, cause deviations from cal-
culated values of g� 2, or lead to flavor changing e⇥ects.
One condition we set on the classes of such models is the
absence of any additional physics at or above the EW
scale. In other words, we shall focus on UV complete
models of light NP. Given the wealth of particle physics
data, only very specific classes of light NP models can
still be hidden below the weak scale. In Section 2, we de-
scribe this classification of infrared new physics scenarios
in more detail. Then in Section 3 we discuss a number of
di⇥erent leptonic and hadronic observables, and explore
simple new physics scenarios which provide a possible in-
terpretation of any deviation in precision measurements.

We summarize the analysis in Section 4. A schematic
overview of the results is presented in Fig. 1, which il-
lustrates the classes of (primarily leptonic) observables
that can naturally be interpreted in terms of light UV-
complete new physics.

2. UV AND IR NEW PHYSICS

A simple characterization of UV/IR new physics sce-
narios follows by making the division at the electroweak
scale, so that the chiral electroweak SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y
structure is maintained,

LNP = LUV + LIR. (1)

New UV physics can then universally be described at
the EW scale by a series of higher dimensional operators
constructed from SM degrees of freedom,

LUV =
�

d⇥5

1

�d�4
UV

Od. (2)

Maintaining SM gauge invariance explicitly, we demand
that Od can be written in an SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y covariant
form. The lowest dimension d = 5 includes only LHLH-
type operators, which contribute to neutrino mass. The
number of operators grows rapidly at d = 6 and above
[17]. We impose no restrictions on these operators, other
than that �UV ⌅ mZ , so that they can consistently be
written in SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y covariant form. Unless these
new operators violate some of the well-tested exact or
approximate discrete symmetries of the SM, �UV can be
taken fairly close to the EW scale. It is important to
notice that the new states appearing at �UV could be
charged under any of the SM gauge groups, and some of
the most stringent constraints in cases where no specific
symmetries are violated now come from the LHC.
In comparison, new IR physics is rather more con-

strained. A convenient categorization of light NP sce-
narios can be constructed as follows:

A. Portals: Neutral hidden sectors, with operators of
dimension d ⇤ 4, can couple through a restricted
set of renormalizable interaction channels, the vec-
tor, Higgs and neutrino portals (see e.g. [18]). Such
models of light new physics are fully UV complete
without any additional charged states.

B. Anomaly free (neutral): Light hidden sectors can
also be charged under anomaly-free combinations
of SM symmetries. For those combinations, such
as B � L or Lµ � L⇥ , that do not involve indi-
vidual quark flavors, additional (light and neutral)
Higgs fields may be necessary to retain a viable
mass spectrum, but these extra states can be SM-
neutral. Therefore, these scenarios also fall into the
category of UV-complete and gauge-neutral hidden
sectors.
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simple new physics scenarios which provide a possible in-
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that Od can be written in an SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y covariant
form. The lowest dimension d = 5 includes only LHLH-
type operators, which contribute to neutrino mass. The
number of operators grows rapidly at d = 6 and above
[17]. We impose no restrictions on these operators, other
than that �UV ⌅ mZ , so that they can consistently be
written in SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y covariant form. Unless these
new operators violate some of the well-tested exact or
approximate discrete symmetries of the SM, �UV can be
taken fairly close to the EW scale. It is important to
notice that the new states appearing at �UV could be
charged under any of the SM gauge groups, and some of
the most stringent constraints in cases where no specific
symmetries are violated now come from the LHC.
In comparison, new IR physics is rather more con-

strained. A convenient categorization of light NP sce-
narios can be constructed as follows:

A. Portals: Neutral hidden sectors, with operators of
dimension d ⇤ 4, can couple through a restricted
set of renormalizable interaction channels, the vec-
tor, Higgs and neutrino portals (see e.g. [18]). Such
models of light new physics are fully UV complete
without any additional charged states.

B. Anomaly free (neutral): Light hidden sectors can
also be charged under anomaly-free combinations
of SM symmetries. For those combinations, such
as B � L or Lµ � L⇥ , that do not involve indi-
vidual quark flavors, additional (light and neutral)
Higgs fields may be necessary to retain a viable
mass spectrum, but these extra states can be SM-
neutral. Therefore, these scenarios also fall into the
category of UV-complete and gauge-neutral hidden
sectors.
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C. Anomaly free (charged): Light hidden sectors
charged under anomaly-free, but quark-flavor non-
universal, symmetries such asQf1�Qf2 require new
charged Higgs states to restore the mass spectrum.
Thus, these new physics scenarios generally require
charged states at or above the EW scale.

D. Anomalous: Light hidden sectors charged under
anomalous SM symmetries, such as B or L, nec-
essarily require additional (heavy) charged states
at or above the EW scale, and so again do not fall
into the category of IR new physics scenarios con-
sidered here. Indeed, as emphasized for example
by Preskill [19], from the low energy perspective,
anomalous theories are phenomenologically analo-
gous to UV new physics scenarios with a specific
UV cuto⇥.

Based on this categorization, we will limit our atten-
tion to cases A and B, namely those which do not require
new charged states at or above the EW scale for consis-
tency. Thus we construct our model examples according
to the following rules:

• The dimensionality of operators in the IR sector is
restricted to d ⌅ 4, as a necessary condition for UV
completeness.

• The IR sector cannot contain new SM-charged
states. (Otherwise, such states will have to be close
to or above the EW scale modulo some exceptional
cases where masses as low as ⇧ 60 GeV may still
be viable [20]). New charged states fall into the
category of NP at the EW scale, and form part of
LUV.

• The gauge extensions of the SM are restricted to
anomaly-free combinations, which is also a generic
requirement of UV completeness [19].

• We shall not question naturalness of possible mass
hierarchies, mIR ⌃ mW , and will take them as
given.

The simplest type of neutral hidden sector (case A)
requires new scalars Si, neutral fermions Ni and/or new
U(1) gauge boson(s) Vµ [21]. The most economical renor-
malizable portal interactions for these states can be writ-
ten in the form

LIR = ⇥Bµ⇥Vµ⇥�H†H(AS+⇤S2)�YNLHN+Lhid, (3)

and can trivially be generalized to multiple new fields and
to a charged version of S, S2 ⌥ |S|2. Once coupled to
the SM through these channels, the IR hidden sector can
be almost arbitrarily complicated. S and N can couple
to a complex hidden sector involving dark abelian or non-
abelian gauge groups, possibly with additional scalar or
fermion states charged under those hidden gauge groups.
The full hidden sector Lagrangian simply needs to com-
ply with the conditions above. The portal interactions

Observable (A,B) Portals (C,D) UV-incomplete

LFV

LU

(g � 2)l
LNV

LEDMs

HFV

BNV

TABLE I. Observables sensitive to the distinct classes of light
new physics models discussed in Section 2.

in (3) are complete under the assumption that the SM
is strictly neutral under the extra U(1). However, this
is unnecessarily restrictive. Light NP models (in case
B) may also include non-anomalous gauged versions of
global symmetries such as B �L and Li �Lj etc, where
SM fields receive charges under the new U(1).
It is also important to discuss some examples of the-

ories that do not satisfy the above criteria. For exam-
ple, a light pseudoscalar a coupled via the axion portal
to a SM fermion ⇧, 1

fa
 µa ⇧̄�µ�5⇧, clearly requires UV

completion at some high energy scale ⇧ fa. Interest-
ingly, a light scalar directly coupled to the scalar fermion
density, S⇧̄⇧, is allowed, provided that this coupling de-
scends from the Higgs portal ASH†H, once the heavy SM
Higgs particle is integrated out. This means, of course,
that the ratio of the e⇥ective Yukawa couplings of S to
⇧ will obey the same relations as in the SM, and any
deviations from this pattern would imply the existence
of new Higgs doublets charged under the SM, and hence
some new physics at or above the EW scale.
We turn in the next section to discuss a range of pre-

cision observables, and seek to determine which of them
can receive significant contributions from IR new physics.
Table 1 summarizes the results from the next section, and
refines the schematic classification of Fig. 1 according to
the categorization A–D of new physics models introduced
above.

3. PRECISION OBSERVABLES

A. Lepton anomalous magnetic moments

The anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and
the muon represent observables [22, 23] where the SM
contribution can be evaluated to high accuracy. For
electrons, the sensitivity to NP depends on an inde-
pendent determination of the electromagnetic fine struc-
ture constant. Currently, g � 2 of the electron (and re-
lated measurements) probe NP contributions at the level
�ae(NP) < 1.64⇥ 10�12 (see e.g. [24]), whereas g� 2 of
the muon famously exhibits a roughly 3.5⌅ discrepancy
[23] between the measurement and the SM prediction,
with the central value giving �aµ � 3⇥ 10�9.
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Neutrino oscillations: We know that new phenomenon exists, and if interpreted as 
neutrino masses and mixing, is it coming from deep UV, via e. .g Weinberg’s 
operator

or it is generated by new IR field, such as RH component of Dirac neutrinos? New 
dedicated experimental efforts are directed in trying to decide between these 
possibilities.

Dark matter: 25% of Universe’s energy balance is in dark matter:  we can set 
constraints on both. If it is embedded in particle physics, then e.g. neutralinos
or axions imply new UV scales.

However, there are models of DM where NP is completely localized in the UV, and 
no new scales are necessary. 

New efforts underway both in the UV and IR category. 

[Some people at this meeting believe that] flavour anomalies may already be 
pointing to NP. It necessarily has states in the UV. Discrepancy in (g-2)µ , on 
the other hand, if real, does not unambiguously point to either IR or UV.

UV physics or IR: examples of NP that we 
know

Sensitivity to light weakly-coupled new physics at the precision frontier

Matthias Le Dall,1 Maxim Pospelov,1, 2 and Adam Ritz1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8P 5C2, Canada
2Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON N2J 2W9, Canada

(Dated: May 2015)

Precision measurements of rare particle physics phenomena (flavor oscillations and decays, electric
dipole moments, etc.) are often sensitive to the e⇥ects of new physics encoded in higher-dimensional
operators with Wilson coe⇧cients given by C/(�NP)

n, where C is dimensionless, n ⇥ 1, and �NP

is an energy scale. Many extensions of the Standard Model predict that �NP should be at the
electroweak scale or above, and the search for new short-distance physics is often stated as the
primary goal of experiments at the precision frontier. In rather general terms, we investigate the
alternative possibility: C ⌅ 1, and �NP ⌅ mW , to identify classes of precision measurements
sensitive to light new physics (hidden sectors) that do not require an ultraviolet completion with
additional states at or above the electroweak scale. We find that hadronic electric dipole moments,
lepton number and flavor violation, non-universality, as well as lepton g � 2 can be induced at
interesting levels by hidden sectors with light degrees of freedom. In contrast, many hadronic flavor-
and baryon number-violating observables, and precision probes of charged currents, typically require
new physics with �NP >⇤ mW . Among the leptonic observables, we find that a non-zero electron
electric dipole moment near the current level of sensitivity would point to the existence of new
physics at or above the electroweak scale.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accelerator-based particle physics has the goal of prob-
ing the shortest distance scales directly, by colliding par-
ticles and their constituents at high energies. Thus far,
all high energy data is well described by the Standard
Model (SM) of particles and fields, with the last missing
element, the Higgs boson, identified recently [1, 2]. Con-
siderable attention is therefore focussed on the search
for ‘new physics’ (NP) that may complement the SM
by addressing some of its shortcomings. However, the
most prominent empirical evidence for new physics, asso-
ciated for example with neutrino mass and dark matter,
does not necessarily point to an origin at shorter distance
scales.

Fortunately, experiments at the energy frontier are
not the only tools available to probe NP; they are sup-
plemented by searches at the precision (and intensity)
frontier (see e.g. [3]). Precision observables, particularly
those that probe violations of exact or approximate sym-
metries of the Standard Model such as CP and flavor,
play an important role in the search for new physics [4–
7]. Their reach in energy scale, through loop-induced
corrections from new UV physics, can often extend well
beyond the direct reach of high energy colliders. How-
ever, measurements at low energies may be sensitive not
only to NP corrections coming from the short distances,
but also to NP at longer distances (lower mass) with ex-
tremely weak coupling to the SM. It is therefore prudent
to ask for which precision observables can measured devi-
ations from SM predictions unambiguously be identified
with short-distance NP at the electroweak (EW) scale
or above? Alternatively, one can ask when such devia-
tions might also admit an interpretation in terms of new
low-scale hidden sector degrees of freedom. This is the
question we will address in this paper.

The sensitivity of any constraint on new physics is de-
termined on one hand by the precision of the measure-
ment in question, and on the other by the accuracy and
precision of any SM calculations required to disentangle
background contributions. If the e⇥ective Lagrangian
is schematically written in the form L = LSM + LNP,
the possibility of discovery relies on being able to reli-
ably bound the NP contribution to the observable away
from zero. The natural tendency to interpret results in
terms of operators in LNP induced by ultraviolet NP
can be problematic, as LNP can in general also receive
contributions from light weakly-coupled degrees of free-
dom. This dilemma is nicely illustrated by the theoret-
ical interpretation of a NP discovery that has already
occurred, namely the observation of neutrino flavor os-
cillations. The experimental results are most straightfor-
wardly interpreted in terms of the masses and mixing of
the light active neutrino species [8, 9]. However, as is
well known, there are a number of possible explanations
for their origin. These include a short-distance expla-
nation in terms of the dimension-five Weinberg operator
[10], LNP ⇤ (HL)(HL)/�UV with �UV ⇥ ⇧H⌃, which
generates neutrino masses scaling as ⇧H⌃2/�UV. There
are also a variety of di⇥erent UV completions for this
operator, with and without heavy right-handed neutrino
states, present throughout the theory literature. While
this interpretation is certainly valid, there is also the pos-
sibility of interpreting neutrino mass as a consequence of
very light states N , with mN � mW and the quantum
numbers of right-handed neutrinos [11–16]. Such states
would typically be very weakly coupled to the SM, thus
escaping direct detection. The most prominent model in
this class is the simple three-generation extension of the
SM with N states that allow Dirac masses for the active
neutrinos. Thus we see that neutrino oscillations can be
interpreted as the result of UV or IR new physics (or
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In 2015, LeDall, MP, Ritz classified all precision observables from 
that point of view, IR or UV or both. [Among EDMs, for example, 
neutron EDM can be a consequence of UV physics, or IR physics, 
theta term in QCD]

Electron EDM close to current sensitivity – no EW or below EW 
models were found. 

§ This question could be important if one sees a nonzero de. Would it 
then imply new physics at high scale and “justify” new collider, or 
IR models can be found?

Classification of all precision observables
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me << L ; mWà infinity

March 26, 2019 9:03 PM

   New Section 1 Page 1    

In this limit, only kinetic mixing [and some new gauge symmetries] 
remain as viable option. You need 3 new U(1) gauge groups and CP 
violation in the dark sector. 

Minimum is 4 loops and 3 
kinetic mixings. For L below 
10 GeV, the result is too small

If it is only 1 extra U(1), 
then interm. operator is 
FFFFdual, and de ~ 
e4×5 loops
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Model with heavy Dirac Neutrinos and Higgs 
portal singlets

March 26, 2019 9:23 PM

   New Section 2 Page 1    
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5

CP violation in the dark sector

Mixing angles qh and qn do not have to be small if S, N are EW scale
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Two-loop calculation
We have performed calculation in aW à0 limit, where only Goldstone 
loops matter (and for mN > mW). 

Answer = de
scale × 2loop function

2-loop function is calculated numerically, and analytic expressions are 
obtained in various hierarchical limits (e.g. mW << mS << mN)

1. Scaling of the e↵ect

We will perform the calculation using the gauge decoupling regime. That
is in the leading order in ↵W . Our starting point is to write down portal
couplings in the following form:

L
portal

= ...+Av⇥Sh+�SN̄�5N+✓N2
1/2

h
G�ē

⇣me

v
PL +

mN

v
PR

⌘
N + h.c.

i

(1)
We also need an h�Goldstone coupling, which is m2

h/v,
(http://porthos.ist.utl.pt/CTQFT/files/SM-FeynmanRules.pdf). (Notice that
although the mass of G in the ’tHooft-Feynman gauge needs to be take mW ,
the vertex is actually proportional to m2

h.

Therefore the overall scale of the two loop EDM is given by:

dscalee = e�N✓
2
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(16⇡2)2
AmemN

v2m2

h

= e�N✓
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⌫✓h ⇥
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(16⇡2)2
memN

v3
, (2)

where we have called Av/m2

h combination as ✓h. In the limit of small mS

it is indeed mixing angle in the scalar sector. “2” in the numerator comes
from goldstone-fermion vertex squared. This EDM scale is to be multiplied
by the loop function. Our expectations is that it can be order 0.1-1, when
all masses are on the same order, mN ⇠ mW etc.

Most importantly, numerically this coe�cient does not seem to contain
considerable smallness:

dscalee = 4.4⇥ 10�29e cm⇥ �N✓
2

⌫✓h
10�2

⇥ mN

mW
. (3)

We can discuss later whether normalization of portal couplings on 10�2 is
reasonable or not.

2. Setting up the 2-loop calculation

We now would like to setup the calculation of the 2-loop diagram. I will
disregard the external overall sign, but will of course care about the relative
contributions. Symbolically, we have

M = dscalee ⇥
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Two-loop calculation results

mN >> mW has a chance of creating electron EDM above 10-29 cm.

• Answer to Q1: two-loop de via Higgs and n portals. Example of model inducing de
using only neutral BSM particles around EW scale. For the first example of this 
type, see A. Abada, T. Toma, 2015, in a model with two heavy RH neutrinos. 

• Best chance at probing EW scale N’s – high-luminosity LHC

• A good chance for EW baryogenesis – N carry lepton number

4
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FIG. 3. For the singlet N � S portal example, the size of
the electron EDM as a function of mN/mW for two di↵erent
choices of the singlet scalar mass: mS ⌧ mW and mS = mN .
We have set ✓h✓

2
⌫ = 10�2.

It is convenient to extract the EDM from the more
general amplitude for the 2-loop correction to the elec-
tron propagator in a general electromagnetic background
field Fµ⌫ . This background is incorporated by retain-
ing the dependence on the covariant electron momentum
Pµ = pµ + eAµ, which satisfies /Pe(P ) = mee(P ) and
[Pµ, P⌫ ] = ieFµ⌫ . In terms of this overall scale (11), and
the loop momenta q and k, the corresponding amplitude
can be schematically written as follows,

M = dscalee ⇥
Z

d4qd4kē(P )[f
F

(q, k)⇥ f
B

(q, k, P )]e(P )

(12)

where f
Fermi

and f
Bose

are respectively fermionic and
bosonic integrands, that are separated to emphasize that
the electric charge flows over the charged Goldstone line,
and therefore only the bosonic integrand depends on the
covariant electron momentum Pµ. The amplitude is to
be understood as a Taylor series in Pµ and me.

After a lengthy calculation to expand the integrands
up to third order in Pµ and computing the relevant com-
mutators, one can isolate all EDM contributions in the
form

M = � i

2
dscalee ē(F�)�

5

e⇥
Z

d4qd4kf
scalar

(q, k), (13)

where f
scalar

is a (lengthy) dimensionless scalar in-
tegrand. After integration over q, the results can
be expressed in terms of Passarino-Veltman functions,
which are conveniently evaluated numerically using
Package-X [13]. The resulting dimensionless functionR
d4qd4kf

scalar

(q, k) is suppressed for mN well below or
well above the weak scale. Numerical results in two scal-
ing regimes for mS are shown in Fig. 3. The resonant
behaviour for mS ! mh is apparent in the case that
mS = mN , with the suppression of the EDM due to the
fact that ✓h = Av/(m2

S � m2

h) is held fixed. The rel-
atively weak decoupling as mN ! 1 is reminiscent of

the dependence on many FCNC observables on mt. The
full loop function has a complex dependence on the mass
scales, but the following scaling limits are more illumi-
nating. For finite mN we find

Z
d4qd4kf

scalar

(q, k) !
8
<

:
2.50m2

N

m2
W
, mS

mW
! 1

0.95m2
N

m2
W
, mS

mW
! 0

, (14)

and for mN ! 1,

Z
d4qd4kf

scalar

(q, k) !
8
<

:
0.47m2

W

m2
N
, mS

mW
! 1

1.15m2
W

m2
N
, mS

mW
! 0

. (15)

Note that in both cases, the decoupling in the limitmS !
1 is hidden in the loop functions, but arises from ✓h /
1/m2

S with our normalization of the hS mixing vertex.
As a characteristic scale, for mN ⇠ (1 � 10)mW , with
mS ⌧ mW , we find numerically

de ⇠ 10�29e cm⇥
✓
�N✓2⌫✓h
10�2

◆
. (16)

This is quite close to the current experimental limit from
ACME of 1.1⇥ 10�29ecm, assuming relatively mild con-
straints on the mixing angles, and is the largest EDM
contribution we have uncovered. The full scaling of the
EDM with mN and mS is illustrated in Fig. 4 for two
di↵erent portal mass regimes, where we also exhibit the
leading direct constraints on the mixing angles for com-
parison. The constraints on the neutrino mixing angle
are from a CHARM search for heavy neutral leptons
[14], DELPHI searches for Z ! N⌫ [15], and precision
electroweak data (EWPD) including lepton universality
[16]. The relevant limits in each mass range are combined
with limits on Higgs-scalar mixing from an L3 search for
e+e� ! Z⇤S [17], to produce the limit contours in Fig. 4.
For mS ⌧ mW , the limit on Higgs mixing is ✓h ⇠ 0.1
[17], while it weakens to O(1) for larger mS . This results
in the slightly weaker direct limits shown in Fig 4 (lower)
for larger masses.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The majority of the EDM contributions from dark sec-
tor CP -violation are below current experimental sensi-
tivity, primarily due to the significant constraints on the
portal couplings from independent measurements. How-
ever, the contribution from the singlet N � S portal can
be sizeable, and it is apparent that EDMs can provide
sensitivity to the portal mixing angles that is comple-
mentary for large mN due to the mild decoupling be-
haviour. Moreover, the current experimental sensitivity
to the electron EDM already provides comparable con-
straints on this model to collider probes.
We have focused this discussion on contribution to the

electron EDM, given the recent dramatic improvements
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This is quite close to the current experimental limit from
ACME of 1.1⇥ 10�29ecm, assuming relatively mild con-
straints on the mixing angles, and is the largest EDM
contribution we have uncovered. The full scaling of the
EDM with mN and mS is illustrated in Fig. 4 for two
di↵erent portal mass regimes, where we also exhibit the
leading direct constraints on the mixing angles for com-
parison. The constraints on the neutrino mixing angle
are from a CHARM search for heavy neutral leptons
[14], DELPHI searches for Z ! N⌫ [15], and precision
electroweak data (EWPD) including lepton universality
[16]. The relevant limits in each mass range are combined
with limits on Higgs-scalar mixing from an L3 search for
e+e� ! Z⇤S [17], to produce the limit contours in Fig. 4.
For mS ⌧ mW , the limit on Higgs mixing is ✓h ⇠ 0.1
[17], while it weakens to O(1) for larger mS . This results
in the slightly weaker direct limits shown in Fig 4 (lower)
for larger masses.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The majority of the EDM contributions from dark sec-
tor CP -violation are below current experimental sensi-
tivity, primarily due to the significant constraints on the
portal couplings from independent measurements. How-
ever, the contribution from the singlet N � S portal can
be sizeable, and it is apparent that EDMs can provide
sensitivity to the portal mixing angles that is comple-
mentary for large mN due to the mild decoupling be-
haviour. Moreover, the current experimental sensitivity
to the electron EDM already provides comparable con-
straints on this model to collider probes.
We have focused this discussion on contribution to the

electron EDM, given the recent dramatic improvements
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Two-photon exchange induced CS

• Th used by ACME collaboration is a spin-less nucleus.

• ThO is mostly sensitive to CP violation in the lepton sector. If CP is 
broken in the strong interaction sector, two photon exchange can 
communicate it to the electron shells. 

• Cutting across the two photons, the intermediate result can be 
phrased via CP-odd nuclear polarizability,  EB d(r), where E and B 
are created by an electron. 

• Good scale separation is possible, mp >> pF , mp >> me ~ Za me

• Nuclear uncertainties could be under control if the result is driven by 
“bulk” [as opposed to valence] nucleons. 
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Two questions for today

March 26, 2019 9:30 PM

   New Section 3 Page 1    

mq counting:

q mq / mp
2

~ O(mq
0)

mq counting:

~ O(mq log (mq))
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Unexpected complication:
• T-channel pion exchange gives

implying                                sensitivity. However, adding exchange of 
h8, 

The effect can completely cancel within error bars on nucleon sigma 
term sN. 

where we have taken m
u

/m
d

to be 0.48. Importantly, these (the ratio and
0.017 answer) are QCD normalization scale independent quantities.

Previous work [2] have calculated the vertex between ⇡0 and electron at
two EM loops. The field of ⇡0 is taken at almost zero momentum. We
roughly have, following the old reference:

L = ⇡0(ēi�5e)⇥
m

e

F
⇡

⇥ 3↵2

2⇡2
log

✓
4⇡F

⇡

m
e

◆
= ⇡0(ēi�5e) = 3.5⇥ 10�7. (8)

Integrating ⇡0 we get our e↵ective operator,

L = ✓ ⇥ 1

m2
⇡

⇥ 0.017⇥ 3.5⇥ 10�7(ēi�5e)(n̄n� p̄p)

= (ēi�5e)(n̄n� p̄p)⇥ 3.2⇥ 10�13✓

MeV2
. (9)

This translates, after the division by G
F

/21/2, into the value of Ct

S

as

Ct

S

= 3.9⇥ 10�2 ⇥ ✓ (10)

Comparing this to the limit, we get

|✓| < 8.4⇥ 10�8. (11)

This is actually not bad at all... Sensitivity to ✓ via d
e

is negligible [3].

**** Added in 2019. Relative contribution of eta.

Assuming that the pion contribution to nuclear-electron CP-odd interac-
tion is normalized to 1, we can estimate the change of the e↵ect under the
inclusion of ⌘8.

1 ! 1 +
1

3

f 2
⇡

m2
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f 2
⌘

m2
⌘

hNucleus|ūu+ d̄d|Nucleusi
hNucleus|ūu� d̄d|Nucleusi

(12)

Since the nucelus has more down quarks than up quarks the sign of the
second term is negative, and intereference is destructive.

The numerator will be eventually proportional to the nucleon sigma term,
�
N

= mu+md
2 hN |ūu+d̄d|Ni, and the denominator is proportional to mu�md

2 hp|ūu�
d̄d|pi. The numerator is known ”sort of”, while the denominator is known
decently well.
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Continuing this line, we have

1 ! 1� 1
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⇡
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(13)

I am going to take the following parameters, f
⌘

= f
⇡

; �
N

= 35 MeV1;
md�mu

2 hp|ūu� d̄d|pi = 2.5MeV/2; m
u

/m
d

= 0.48 .

Then we have,
1 ! 1� 0.88 ' 0.12. (14)

If, however, we include error bars for �
N

= 35 MeV, the result can easily
cross 0. At that level of accurcy one would need to include ⌘0 as well - which
is not quite calculable. Everyone understands that lattice can be wrong, and
the the answer for sigma nucleon is e.g. 45 MeV, which would bring it on
the other side from 0. So - because of all that, there is no limit on ✓ from
simple meson exchange.

It is also not clear if such simple meson exchange is the dominant mech-
anism. It is quite possible that a nuclear polarizability - combination of
excitation via an EDM and de-excitation via a magnetic moment, and vice
vers, is in fact dominant. So, more work is actually required to make some
progress here.

Estimates of the nuclear polaizability contributions

I will start from the calculation of the double-photon exchange between
a heavy nucleon and an electron. We later try to generalize it to the nucleus.

Consider a neutron or a proton that has a an EDM and MDM. We can
write it in a closed form,

L =
1

2
F
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N̄�
↵�

(µ⇥ 1 + d⇥ i�5)N (15)

Initial 4-momenta of the electron and nucleon are p1 and p2, final are p3
and p4. Loop momentum will be called q. There are two diagrams, with
direct and ”crossed” photon exchange. We use Feynman gauge and write
the whole amplitude as (forget an overall sign for now. If the contribution is
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This is a recent lattice QCD value that is also showing s̄s over a nucleon to be con-
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Photon box diagrams:
• Diagrams are IR divergent but regularized by Fermi momentum in the 

Fermi gas picture of a nucleus (intermediate N is above Fermi surface). 

• Nucleon EDM (theta) is very much a triplet, 

Constructive interference. [Preliminary] answer: 

Bonus: limit on protons EDM

We can now join ”everything together to get the following estimate of the
photon-box-induced electron-nucleon interaction, averaged over the momen-
tum of a nucleon inside the nucleus.
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When we talk about d
n,p

induced by theta, they are of di↵erent sign, and
if chiral log is dominant, they are exactly opposite. MDMs are of di↵erent
sign, so there is a constructive interference. We are going to take d

p

' �d
n

'
1.6⇥10�3efm✓, in line with old and new estimates. (With our choice of units,
↵ = e2/(4⇡)).

This way we get,

dµ ' 8.5⇥ 10�10 MeV�2 ⇥ ✓, (36)

and the estimate for the singlet Cs

S

is

Cs

S

⇠ 0.025⇥ ✓ or |✓| < 3⇥ 10�8. (37)

Conclusion: despite all the uncertainties, the ”photon box” diagrams
(evaluated here with the Fermi sea picture of the nucleus) seems to provide
better senestivity to theta than the pion and eta exchange, where there is a
strong cancellation...

Bonus: We can also derive the indirect bound on the EDM of proton.
We pretty much have
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(38)
I believe it is about a factor of 50 less stringent than the result derived from
mercury EDM.
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Conclusions
• Electron EDM/ semileptonic CS operator are limited rather strongly 

by the recent results of ACME collaboration.

• New levels of sensitivity, 10-29 e cm, is probing not only UV models 
of new physics with new SM-charged states, but can also probe “dark 
sectors” where new physics is neutral [and UV complete].

• Models with heavy [singlet] Dirac Neutrinos and [singlet] scalar 
mixed with the Higgs can induce de at two loops and three portal 
insertions. The answer was demonstrated to be as big as 10-29 e cm. 

• Electron EDM experiments are sensitive to the hadronic CP violation 
via a two-photon exchange diagrams. 

• Simple evaluations of sensitivity results in |q| < 3×10-8. Further 
progress by O(100) for de type of experiments will bring the 
sensitivity to hadronic CP violation on par with current dn limits.


